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Poetry. Set in the 1930's midwest and adrift in the surreal world of bird girls and sideshow mermaids, GIRL
SHOW explores the boundaries between spectacle and domesticity, between beauty and grotesquerie. Each
poem inhabits the strangeness at the edges of the commonplace, where the real word falls away to the whirl
of carnival lights and tented shadows.

"Kristy Bowen's poems unfold like a fairy tale pop-up book; open like a cabinet of wonders in which girl is
both cabinet and wonder; flame and spark into the night air where we read by that light. In a collection so
rich in image—milk and angels and vinegar, the trap door and the hemline, bees and a line of low
clouds—I'm struck even more by those seemingly small words of relationship—the prepositions—behind,
against, inside, beneath beneath beneath. These poems arise from the 'rubied dark' where the Louises and
Livvies and Coras live, frightened and yet defiant, and return there, with us in tow."—Mary Ann Samyn

"The poems in Kristy Bowen's brilliantly musical GIRL SHOW capture the details of domestic life gone
delicately, mysteriously wrong: 'My salt shakers shaped like ducks. My ducks shaped like / killers.' In this
map of bruised doors and broken windows, house after house reveals burnt staircases and ghostly
inhabitants. The girls displayed in these illuminated rooms 'speak softly while night ... knocks us out, /
knocks us up.' These gorgeous lyrics document dangerous histories, the marginalia that matters most.
Bowen's dreamy, eerie poems create a subversively gothic landscape: 'mile after mile of busted / lunchboxes
glinting in the sun.'"—Carol Guess
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From reader reviews:

Jimmy Borrelli:

Book is to be different for every grade. Book for children till adult are different content. We all know that
that book is very important for us. The book Girl Show ended up being making you to know about other
know-how and of course you can take more information. It is quite advantages for you. The publication Girl
Show is not only giving you much more new information but also to be your friend when you feel bored.
You can spend your current spend time to read your guide. Try to make relationship with the book Girl
Show. You never experience lose out for everything should you read some books.

Glen Hoffman:

This Girl Show book is just not ordinary book, you have it then the world is in your hands. The benefit you
have by reading this book is actually information inside this e-book incredible fresh, you will get info which
is getting deeper a person read a lot of information you will get. This kind of Girl Show without we realize
teach the one who reading through it become critical in pondering and analyzing. Don't always be worry Girl
Show can bring once you are and not make your tote space or bookshelves' grow to be full because you can
have it within your lovely laptop even telephone. This Girl Show having great arrangement in word and
layout, so you will not really feel uninterested in reading.

Jacob Florence:

Beside this specific Girl Show in your phone, it may give you a way to get closer to the new knowledge or
facts. The information and the knowledge you may got here is fresh from the oven so don't always be worry
if you feel like an previous people live in narrow small town. It is good thing to have Girl Show because this
book offers for your requirements readable information. Do you at times have book but you would not get
what it's all about. Oh come on, that will not end up to happen if you have this in the hand. The Enjoyable
arrangement here cannot be questionable, including treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still want to
miss the idea? Find this book in addition to read it from today!

Michael Emery:

A lot of reserve has printed but it takes a different approach. You can get it by online on social media. You
can choose the very best book for you, science, comic, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It is
named of book Girl Show. You can include your knowledge by it. Without leaving the printed book, it could
possibly add your knowledge and make you happier to read. It is most significant that, you must aware about
book. It can bring you from one destination for a other place.
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